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Abstract

Author: Masatoshi John Shoji
Title of the Thesis: The Orthodox Church ofJapan, 1912-1954: A Time of Troubles
Number of Pages:
Thesis Advisor: Fr. John H. Erickson

Put in broadest terms, this thesis presents the history of the Orthodox Church of
Japan from around the time ofthe repose of St. Nicholas (Kasatkin) in 1912 to 1954. The
thesis describes three different eras: the succession of Bishop (later Metropolitan)
Sergius (Tikhomirov) following the repose of St. Nicholas; turmoil within the Church in
the decades leading up to World War II; and continuing turmoil, but also movement
towards reconciliation and reconstruction, following World War II.

After the repose of St. Nicholas in 1912, the Orthodox Church of Japan was headed
by his former vicar, Bishop (later Metropolitan) Sergius (Tikhomirov). However, the
young and successful mission diocese suffered from multiple unexpected external
challenges as well as internal problems: the first, the Russian Revolution in 1917-18; the
second, destruction of the Cathedral of Tokyo by great Kanto earthquake in 1923; the
third, World War II.

The Russian Revolution required the Church of Japan to re-evaluate and restructure
her activities due to grave financial difficulties. The reconstruction of the cathedral of
Tokyo following the earthquake was a necessity, due to its spiritual importance for the
Japanese people, but reconstruction work placed added pressure on the tight church
finances. But World War II was the worst of the three troubles that the Church
experienced. Due to the rise of extreme nationalism and new governmental policies,
Metropolitan Sergius was forced into retirement. Then the Church split into two groups,
with two different church councils and two different episcopal candidates. The turmoil
continued in the post-World War II period. In 1946 Bishop Nicholas (Ono), the first
Japanese native bishop, who was consecrated in 1941 by ROCOR bishops, was forced by
his opponents to retire. Again the church split into two; the majority coming under the
North American Metropolia and the minority under the Moscow Patriarchate.

The terminus chosen for this thesis is 1954, when Bishop Nicholas was reconciled
to the Orthodox Church of Japan led by Bishop Ireney (Bekish) of the North American
Metropolia. At this point, most personal conflicts and divisions going back to the 1940s
ended. Nevertheless a schism influenced by Cold War rivalries between the Soviet Union
and the United States did continue until 1970, when relations between the Moscow
Patriarchate and the Orthodox Church of Japan finally were regularized on the basis of
autonomy.
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Introduction

Why I Chose This Topic

The great missionary work of St. Nicholas (Kasatkin) of Japan is becoming more

famous year by year in the Orthodox Christian world. At this point there are several

books published about him and his missionary work. However there are not many books

or articles about the history of the Orthodox Church of Japan covering the period after St.

Nicholas. Even in Japan and Russia, researchers are only now beginning to tum their

eyes from St. Nicholas to later periods. In the English-speaking world there is virtually

nothing after St. Nicholas. That is the reason why I decided to write on this topic.

The years on which I focus are a kind of taboo to speak about in Japan. I have tried

to present "bare facts" rather than polished "church history." Some may criticise me for

this; nevertheless, I strongly believe that knowing the bare facts is more important than

writing so-called "sacred history." In writing this thesis, I did not hide records of the

"dark side" of the history of the Orthodox Church of Japan This may challenge the

naIvete of some people. However, I hope that people who read this thesis will be able to

take away some valuable lessons along with the factual information.

Difficulties in Research

The primary problem in researching the history of the Orthodox Church of Japan is

the lack of accessible resources. For example, it might be better to focus more on certain

specific years or incidents; however, the lack of archival materials makes this difficult.

There are only very limited archival resources within the Orthodox Church of Japan

because many written materials were destroyed by the fire that followed the great KantO



earthquake of 1923 in Tokyo. Also, even if you find material in a particular parish, you

may not be able to use it. Sometimes parishioners are extremely protective; they are

afraid that a piece of information may cause a scandal.

Very unfortunately there is no active and well-organized church archive in the

Church of Japan. There are fine church libraries in Osaka, and there is a fine collection of

the Church Council Minutes in the church in Morioka, a rural city in northeastern Japan.

I strongly hope that the Orthodox Church of Japan will someday have an official church

archive.

To write this thesis, I basically depended on two kinds of sources. One is the

minutes of the Annual or Extraordinary All Japan Church Council, often called "kokai."

This council is composed of both clergy and laity. It discusses such things as the church

budget, mission plans, problems, etc. Another source is Seikyojiho [The Orthodox

Messenger], which is the official monthly church magazine. These source materials are

mainly to be found in the churches in Osaka and Morioka. I also used some materials that

I found in the National Library. In addition, I used two official church history books and

archival materials in the archives of the Orthodox Church in America COCA), in Syosset

NY.

My study of the Orthodox Church history of Japan is intended to be just a beginning.

Much more needs to be done not only on Orthodoxy in Japan but also on Orthodoxy in

the whole ofNortheast Asia. I hope that my research about the Orthodox Church history

of Japan will help stimulate further study.
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Chapter 1: The Problems ofthe Church of Japan at the Time of the Succession of
Metropolitan Sergius (Tikhomirov)

Necessity of re-evaluation of St. Nicholas (Kasatkin)

For a long time in Japan, many people have considered St. Nicholas of Japan as a

perfect and strong church leader. They also have considered his successor, Metropolitan

Sergius, as a weak leader who was eclipsed by the greatness of St. Nicholas. However,

this is unfair to Metropolitan Serigius. For example, the external troubles that

Metropolitan Sergius had to deal with were heaver than those faced by St. Nicholas. In

addition, many of internal troubles that Metropolitan Sergius had to deal with were an

accumulation of problems originating in the days of St. Nicholas. Recent academic

research, especially continuing work publishing his diary, would give us a great

oppotunity to re-evaluate St. Nicholas and to create a truer image of him and of the

people related to him. The fact is very simple: St. Nicholas was a great saint with natural

human weaknesses! Without accepting this fact, we are not able to see the characteristics

and nature ofthe great missionary accomplishments of St. Nicholas and Metropolitan

Sergius.

Tensions Between the Japanese Clergy and Laity and the Russian Hierarchs

Relationships between the Japanese clergy and the Russian hierarchs were basically

good and amicable. However, this did not means there were no problems. For example,

there were always arguments about the transfer of clergy and catechists. So also, when

the construction of the cathedral was being decided, Fr. Paul Takuma Sawabe, the first

convert of St. Nicholas, organised a group to oppose the plan, etc. Unfortunately, not

everybody who came to the seminary wanted to serve in the Church. In fact some of them
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came to the seminary to obtain a free education. For example, in 1894 thirty seminarians

left the seminary ofTokyol. This incident horrified and traumatized St. Nicholas.

Afterwards, in his diary, St. Nicholas occasionally lamented seminarians who decided not

to serve because of good-paying jobs outside of the Church. Eventually St. Nicholas

started to fear resignation of Japanese clergy and lay professors at the seminary,

especially those who had graduated from theological academies in Russia. Even people

who stayed and served the church sometimes pressured him about raising their salaries or

tried to prevent being transferred by using the word "resignation." This situation had not

changed by the time of Metropolitan Sergius.

Tensions Between the Japanese Laity and the Russian Hierarchs

Since the Meiji Restoration began in 1868, the new Japanese government strongly

pursued the modernisation and industrialisation of Japan. This policy brought the country

huge socio-economical transformation. As the Constitution was established in 1889 and

Imperial Diet in 1890; Japanese society was slowly transformed into a modem civil

society. Although this was imperfect and limited, more people were awakening to the

idea of being a citizen of a modem state. The victories of both the First Sino-Japanese

War (1894-1895) and the Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905) brought a strong sense of

national identity and pride. In addition, the period between the years 1912-1924 in Japan

was that of the so-called "Taisho Democratic Movement." The name "Taisho" for the

name of the era came from Emperor Taisho2 (1912-1925). This movement was a peak of

civil political movement before the World War II. With rising political awareness, people

1 Kennosuke & Etsuko Nakamura.::: ::7 :7~1ft(/')ft:f:'tlt. tj Nikolai-do no josteachi [Women in the Nikolai
do} (Tokyo: Kyobunkan, 2003), 298.
2 His personal name was Yoshihito.
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wanted to change authoritative government structures and society. This movement

eventually ended in 1924 after suffrage was extended to every male citizen over 25 years

old.

This social movement may be reflected in developments in the Church as well. It

was natural that, even in the Church; more people wanted to participate in church

operations. Two major examples are the All Japan Laity Conference in 1909 and Annual

All Japan Church Council of 1919. Although the All Japan Laity Conference in 1909 was

held with the blessing of St. Nicholas and was prepared and organised carefully, both St.

Nicholas and Bishop (later Metropolitan) Sergius felt that the resolutions of the

conference presented a challenge to the church authorities. In the All Japan Laity Council

in 1909, the power balance between clergy and laity was unequal. Actually the clergy,

and especially the hierarchs, held the initiative. The situation was clear, "clergy

(including hierarchs) versus the laity." However, this was changed in the Annual All

Japan Church Council of 1919, where the clergy split between those who favored the

hierarch and those who favored the laity.

We may assume that this change was caused by the laity becoming a more solid and

cohesive group, but this also was caused by hierarchical authority and influence in

administration becoming weaker than before. Before the Russian Revolution, the Church

of Japan was dependent on financial support from Russia. The money from Russia was

sent to the Russian Spiritual Mission in Japan, which was headed by the president (St.

Nicholas, then Bishop Sergius). Only the president of the mission had decisive power to

spend this money. In other words, the church administration did not need to depend on

the laity. However, after the Russian Revolution, the Church had to depend financially on

the laity. Therefore the bishop's authority in "material" administration decreased.
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Problems in the Japanese Laity's Understanding of Ecclesiology

To read the minutes of these councils, some people appear to have had some

distorted views on ecclesiology. For example, many people believed that financial

independence automatically achieved church political independence. They also appear to

have believed that, if the Church consecrated three bishops, it would achieve autocephaly.

Not many people understood that recognition by the Mother Church is necessary for

obtaining either autonomy or autocephaly for a local church.

In general, for lack of proper education and wider perspective, a majority of people

could not think of Orthodox Christianity beyond Japan and Russia. There was no

understanding of the Orthodox Church of Japan as being a part of world Orthodoxy.

These misconceptions in ecclesiology would lead to total disaster in the 1930s.
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Chapter 2: Metropolitan Sergius (Tikhomirov), the Successor of St. Nicholas of
Japan

A Brief Biography of Metroplitan Sergius Before Succession to St. Nicholas of Japan

Metropolitan Sergius was born on June 16 (Julian calendar), 1871, in a village

called Guzh, near Novgorod in Russia. He was the second son of an archpriest of the

village. As was common with a son born into a priest's family at that time, Sergius went

to seminary in Novgorod. Upon his graduation from the seminary in 1892, he went to St.

Petersburg Theological Academy.

While he was studying there, he made the monastic profession in 1895, at age 24,

and was ordained a deacon immediately. Later in the same year he was ordained as a

priest. In 1896 he graduated from the Academy with the degree of Candidat. In the same

year he was appointed as the Inspector (Dean of Students) of the seminary of St.

Petersburg, and three years later, in 1899, he was elevated to archimandrite and made the

Rector of the Seminary ofSt. Petersburg. In 1905, he was awarded the degree of

Magister for his thesis on "the history of churches, monasteries, and parishes in 15th _16th
_

century Novgorod." At the same time he was elevated to the episcopacy, becoming the

third vicar of the diocese of St. Petersburg, and he also was appointed as the Rector of St.

Petersburg Theological Academy.

Then, in June 1908, he was appointed to become the bishop of Kyoto and went to

Japan. This appointment seemed rather curious to some people later in the 1930s. Even

now people may wonder why a brilliant young bishop was sent to a distant mission in the

Far East.

In 1930s an article in Seikyojiho [The Orthodox Messenger], since November 1912

the official monthly church magazine of the Orthodox Church of Japan, suggested that
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Metropolitan Sergius's assignment to Japan was a punishment3. The article said that the

metropolitan (at the time a bishop) was relocated to Japan because he performed a

Panikhida for naval officers who had rebelled against the imperial government. However,

this story was nothing more than a polemical anecdote. The article in question was

written when newly elected Japanese church leaders were trying to justify their strong

anti-Sergius campaign.

A letter of St. Nicholas to a priest in Berlin, Germany, also raises questions about

Metropolitan Sergius's abilities. The letter, which was found by Prof. Mitsuo Naganawa

of Yokohama National University of Japan at the National Archives of Russia, suggested

that the newly arrived Bishop Sergius had troubles managing money. St Nicholas

He believes other people too easily about money matters ... he thinks that it is all right
to divert church money temporarily for some other use if the money would be repaid
later ... 5

Prof. Naganawa believes that this letter shows a total difference in personality between

the two bishops, that it indicates the remote cause for Sergius's transfer to Japan, and also

that the personality of Metropolitan Sergius as described in this letter prophesies that he

would come to a disastrous end.

However, to consider Sergius's appointment as a vicar bishop in Japan as a

punishment is based on nothing more than rumor and faint suspicion. In fact, his case

3 Fr. John Chiizo Yoshimura, "t )v=¥-1 Jff:±tf& (: i1iljZ*'§j~ Sergii fushukyo to Tohei choshisai
[Metropolitan Sergius and Archpriest Tohei]" Seikyojihi5 [The Orthodox Messenger] Vol. 31, No.3, (1941),
15.
4 Mitsuo Naganawa, "E1 *O)}ff:±tf&t)v=¥-1 • T* ::: ~ p 7 IH~ Nihon no Fushukyo Sergij
Tikhomirov shoden [A Brief Biography of Metropolitan Sergius (Tikhomirov) of Japan]," Roshia- Sei to
Kaos- bunka rekishi ronso [Russia -Holiness and Chaos - An Anthology ofCulture and History] ed.,
Tokuaki Sakauchi, et aI., (Tokyo: Sairyii-sha, 1995),416-418.
5 RGlA f.834, opA ed. er. 1206,1. 2-3 cited in Mitsuo Naganawa" E*(I)JffEjf!{"f?/v:.r~. r;/\ ~ ~IJ

7/j,fji Nihon no Fushukyo Sergi) Tikhomirov shoden [A BriefBiography ofMetropolitan Sergius
(Tikhomirov) ofJapan}".
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was not special in the administration of Russian Orthodox Church at that time. For

example, the fact that St. Patriarch Tikhon (Belavin) of Moscow served as hierarch in

North America from 1898 until 1907 is well known. In fact, Metropolitan Sergius was

well received by St. Nicholas of Japan and by the people of the Church of Japan. Later he

was elevated to the rank of Archbishop in 1920, and then to the rank of Metropolitan in

1931.

Metropolitan Sergius and his pastoral work

Bishop Sergius was talented in languages; he understood classical languages (Greek,

Hebrew, and Latin) and modem languages (English, German, and French). Therefore, he

mastered Japanese with amazing speed. He was able to give sermons in Japanese within

a year. St. Nicholas of Japan wrote as follows in his report to the Holy Governing

Our Bishop of Kyoto, His Grace Sergius, has accomplished the essential work of a
missionary: he spent more than half of the last year visiting churches, preaching and
directing parishioners, catechists, and clergy, and also reaching out to non
believers ... 7

Soon after arriving, Bishop Sergius energetically visited a number of parishes with

Japanese clergy. He was well received by the people. An old parishioner who

remembered him said to Prof. Naganawa of Yokohama National University:

His Eminence remembered each one of us: He approached people very frankly, like
'Long time no seen you. How are you Mrs. NN?' So, everybody was deeply moved...

6 Naganawa, 1995,412.
7 Pravoslavnyi Blagovestnik, t.1, No 2. ianvar', 1910, str 52-53. cited in Mitsuo Naganawa " E ;js:(1)!ff±ti
T:/v:¥'~ . -:r* :::.~ ~ tJ 7/j'lii Nihon no Fushukyo Sergij Tikhomirov shOden [A BriefBiography of
Metropolitan Sergius (Tikhomirov) ofJapan]".
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Speaking Japanese fluently, he was a good preacher. Even non Christians were
impressed. (Mrs. Noriko Norioka)8

An Accomplished Scholar and Ecumenist

It was obvious that the personalities and talents of Metropolitan Sergius and St.

Nicholas were very different. St. Nicholas was a charismatic missionary, and

Metropolitan Sergius was an accomplished scholar-theologian. For example, St. Nicholas

wrote several articles in Russian magazines about his mission reports, introducing

Japanese culture and history to a Russian audience. However, Metropolitan Sergius's

articles were purely academic. He obtained his Magister degree on "the history of

churches, monasteries, and parishes in 15th _16th
- Century Novgorod.,,9 He published

another book on "The Consubstantiality of the Twelve Apostles - Regarding a Question

of Primacy of the Apostle Paul." I
0 In his memoir about the 1923 Great Kanto

earthquake, II he wrote about a personal tragedy: manuscripts of three essays which he

was planning to publish were all burned by the fire after the earthquake. The three papers

were entitled "One Hundred Years of Christianity in Japan, 1539- 1637,,,12 "Archival

Records of the Egorievsky-Lussky Cemetery in the 15th -1 i h Centuries,,,13 and "History

of the Province of Novgorod, 15th
- 1i h Centuries.,,14

8 Mitsuo Naganawa, "13 *O)RT.:E~-t /v::y/f' O)*Yt - *Jj'{1j[fr§-*~¥:1j[Jl!~=:ki ft 0{!liJ ~ O)JbJF - Nihon
no Fushukyo Sergij (Tikhomirov) no eiko -Tokyo Fukkatsu Daiseido fukko ni okeru hataraki no ato - [The
Glory of Metropolitan Sergij (Tikhomirov) of Japan -His work of Reconstruction of the Holy Resurrection
Cathedral of Tokyo-]" Ikya ni ikiru-rainichi Roshia-jin no sokuseki- [Living inforeign land -foot steps of
Russian Emigres in Japan -J ed., Mitsuo Naganawa, Kazuhiko Sawada. (Yokohama, Japan: Seibunsha
2001), 196.
9 Arkhimandrit Sergii Novgorodskii uiezd Votskoi piatiny, po Pistsovoi knigie 1500 goda, Istoriko
ekonomicheskii ocherk (Moskva: Univ. Tip., 1900).
IO Sergii, MitropoJit Yaponskii Dvoenadesiatitsa sviatykh apostolov, k voprosu 0 priamatie Apostola Petra
(Paris: YMCA Press, 1935).
11 In Japanese, OO**~m. Kanta daishinsai.
12 Sto liet khristfanstva v Iaponli, 1539-1637.
13 Materfalov k istorli Egor'evskago Lusskago pogosta XV-XVII st.
14 Istorlia Novgorodskoi Oblasti XV-XVII st.
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The majority of his books were related to history and dogmatic theology. His

knowledge of these subjects helped him to participate in ecumenical and inter-

denominational dialogue, especially with High Church Anglicans. From the beginning,

the Orthodox and Anglican missions in Japan had an amicable relationship. In his diaries

St. Nicholas of Japan recorded that Anglican bishops and clergy frequently visited him,

and he occasionally visited them as well. This amicable relationship continued in the

days of Metropolitan Sergius. A picture of the re-consecration of the Cathedral of Tokyo

shows Bishop John McKim of the Anglican Church joining in the cross procession.

Bishop McKim proceeded in front of Metropolitan Sergius, and it is clear that he was

vested with cope and miter.

In the All Japan Annual Church Council of 1926, the Church of Japan decided to

send seminarians to the Anglican Seminary. The Orthodox Seminary of Tokyo was

closed because of the financial difficulties of the church. The Metropolitan convinced

people to make this decision by emphasizing the high quality of theological education in

seminaries outside of the Orthodox Church of Japan. He also cited the academic

background of the Church Fathers (Basil the Great and Gregory the Theologian) and of

present Russian and Greek hierarchs l5
: "Who knows Greek here? No one knows. Then

you say you are 'Greek' Orthodox. You are blind!"

Reconstruction and Re-consecration of the Holy Resurrection Cathedral of Tokyo

15 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., ;kiE 15 1fJ1t:L..I.~tII$jj!Jt Taisho 15 nendo kokai gijiroku
[The Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church Council in 15th ofTaishO Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of
Japan, 1926), 114-119.
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The Russian Revolution was the primary disaster that Metropolitan Sergius faced in

his early days as the primate. The 1923 Great Kanto earthquake and destruction of the

Holy Resurrection Cathedral of Tokyo obviously comes next.

The earthquake occurred on September 1, 1923. The earthquake and the ensuing

fire destroyed the capital area widely, including Tokyo and Yokohama. Over 105,000

persons were killed or missing, 570,000 homes were destroyed, leaving an estimated 1.9

million homeless. The damage is estimated to have exceeded one billion U.S. dollars at

contemporary values.

The dome ofthe cathedral was destroyed by the collapse of the bell tower. Then

fire broke out in the church, and because the main door was blocked by debris no one

could enter and save anything inside the Cathedral. Almost all the buildings in the

complex, including the library, the seminaries, and the rectories, were burned. This

disaster gave people in the Orthodox Church of Japan a great shock. On October 20 an

Extraordinary All Japan Church Council was held in the Theophany Church in Yotsuya,

which was the only the church saved from the earthquake and fire in Tokyo.

Despite the opposition of a few people, the Council decided to reconstruct the

Cathedral. Metropolitan Sergius encouraged people to raise money through choir

concerts, church bazaars, etc., he did this not only by word. He himself visited almost all

the parishes and households of the Orthodox Church of Japan. In 1923-1929, for the

purpose of asking for donations to reconstruct the Cathedral of Tokyo, he energetically

made 47 pastoral trips to visit Orthodox Christian homes in almost all parts of Japan and

12



some parts of Korea, which was then a Japanese colony. Altogether he visited some 2,700

households. 16 On December 15, 1929, the Cathedral was re-consecrated. 17

16 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan ed. ffif.:i;JifilftJlf 25 /l!fJ±fffe,1J;ff;tFushukyo torai 25 shiinen
kinen-shi [the Commemoration Bookfor Silver Jubilee ofMetropolitan Sergius' arrival to Japan] (Tokyo:
the Metropolitanate of Japan, 1933),201.
17 Until the consecration, services were held at St. Nicholas Church, which was moved from Matsuyama,
Shikoku. This wooden church was originally built as a chapel for Russian POWs during the Russo-Japanese
War (1904-1905) in Matsuyama, Shikoku.
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Chapter 3: The Russian Revolution (1917) and the Church of Japan

The Church of Japan at the Time of the Russian Revolution

The Japanese Orthodox Church that Metropolitan Sergius inherited, the young

Orthodox Church of Japan, was in good standing as a mission church. According to the

census in 1912, the Church of Japan had 33,377 members including one bishop

[Metropolitan Sergius], two Russian clerics [Nikolai Kuzmin in Southern Sakhalin and

Deacon Dimitry Lvovsky], 34 priests, six deacons, one hierodeacon, three subdeacons, 97

catechists, 15 subcatechists, two seminary teachers, and nine choir directors, in 266

communities including cathedrals, parish churches and mission stations. In addition there

were three schools: a male seminary and a female seminary in Tokyo and a female

seminary in Kyoto l8
.

Some of the clergy and seminary lay teachers were graduates from various

theological academies in Russia and held the degrees of Candidat or Magister; and one l9

of the choir directors was trained in Imperial Conservatory in St. Petersburg under

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov.

Generally speaking, although it had various problems, the young Church of Japan

could be described as being in decent shape. However, after the Russian Revolution

people realised that this was a sandcastle.

Shrinkage of Church Activities

18 Archpriest Proclus Yasuo Ushimaru E ;;f;:iE1&5!! Nihon Seikyo-shi [The History ofOrthodox Church of
Japan} (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of Japan, 1978), 117.
19 Innocent Kinoshin Kisu.
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Despite of a forty-years effort of Japanese Church authorities to establish a solid

independent fund, the Church of Japan depended almost exclusively on money from the

Church of Russia. Therefore, when financial support from Russia stopped, the Church of

Japan had to change its missionary activities. The church fired many of the catechists;

closed many missions; closed the female seminary in Kyoto, and eventually both the male

and female seminaries in Tokyo.

In the opening address of the All Japan Church Council in 1918, after a brief

explanation ofthe present political situation in Russia, Bishop Sergius emphasised20 that

the Council should concentrate on discussing the "independence21
" of the Church of

Japan. Bishop Sergius reported that among 158 clergy, only 45 (22 priests, 4 deacons, and

19 catechists) were fully supported financially by their parishes, and 20 catechists had

already resigned. Also it was impossible for 71 communities to be financially

independent. (As I have written above, most of those communities eventually

disappeared.)

Misanalysis about the Russian Revolution

Unfortunately, in the Church of Japan, people including Metropolitan Sergius

himself were not able to analyse the Russian Revolution very accurately. For example, in

his opening address at the All Japan Church Council in 1918, Bishop Sergius was still

optimistic, or at least he could not imagine at all the establishment of an anti-religious

20 Chancery of Orthodox Church ofJapan, ed., -* l3;ts::iE!lff.t/F/Jrflrj,,'f.t11lJ/fBc£: 1918 Dainihon shimpin
kokai gijiroku-zen 1918 [The Minutes ofthe Great Japan All Clergy Church Council in 1918] (Tokyo:
Orthodox Church of Japan, 1918), 6-13.
21 The minutes recorded just "independence." Somehow they did not say "financial independence." In fact,
this apparently confused people and caused trouble in the history of the Church of Japan.
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regime. Protopresbyter Symeon Michira (or Dara) Mii22 was sent to the 1917 All Russian

Church Council as a delegate. He was a graduate from the Kiev Theological Academy

with degree of Kandidat, and a good friend and advisor of Metropolitan Sergius. He

wrote his memoir about the council after his return to Japan in the same year. In this

memoir23 he was basically focused on the election and consecration of St. Patriarch

Tikhon, reunion with his classmates, and encounter with other delegations24
. Although he

watched some gunfights in the city, attended funerals, experienced starvation, etc., he did

not attempt to offer any objective analysis of the situation. He just called the

revolutionaries "rebel-extremists."

The Bolshevik Revolution became another stigma for the Orthodox Church of Japan.

Before the Revolution, the Orthodox Church was regarded as having connections with

Russian Empire. Now the Orthodox Church came to be considered as having connections

with the Communists! Although the Orthodox Church of Japan was very patriotic, it

could not avoid being viewed with suspicion by the wider society, because neither the

Church nor society would ever forget the fact that the Church came from Russia.

22 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., 08ffJ II 1f.J1[~'fHJJ$fi!<Showa II nendo kokai
gijiroku [The Minutes ofthe Annual All Japanese Church Council in I t h ofShowa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox
Church of Japan, 1936),5-6. There is confusion about the title ofFr. Symeon Mii. Many record including
the Orthodox Church ones refer to him as Archpriest. However, in his opening address at the Annual All
Japanese Churhc Council in 1936, Metropolitan Sergius announced a telegram from Deputy Patriarchal
Locum Tenens Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky) that he elevates Fr. Symeon to the rank of
Protopresbyter (although the minutes misspell the word 'protopresbyter').
23 He wrote his memoir for the parish bulletin of the church in Nagoaya. In 1982, one of his sons,
Yoshihito, compiled his works and published a limited edition of 100 copies as a private collection with the
title of =-#;]fI!J@/lififi!< Mii Michiro (Dora) Kaikoroku [The Memoir ofMichiro (or Dora) Mii]. The book
contains his autobiography, including his experiences as a delegate at All Russian Orthodox Church
Council in 1917.
24 According to his memoir, which was published by his son as private collection, he shared a room with
several other delegates. Among them was Fr. Georges Florovsky, 131. He also encountered Fr. Leonid
Turkevich, later Metropolitan Leonty of the Greek Catholic Russian Orthodox Church in North America,
136.
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Metropolitan Sergius and the Karlovtsy Synod, or Russian Orthodox Church
Outside of Russia (ROCOR)

Contrary to other hierarchs in Northeastern Asia, Metropolitan Sergius kept his

loyalty to the Patriarchate of Moscow until the end of his life. Unlike Russian emigres,

the majority of Japanese Orthodox Christians had only very limited information and

knowledge of world-wide Orthodoxy. Their point of view was quite domestic. In fact,

they did not understand the Church of Japan within the context of world-wide Orthodoxy.

In other words, not many people paid attention to the establishment or existence of the

Karlovtsy SynodlRussian Orthodox Church Outside of Russia (ROCOR). At most,

people who tended to be nationalists wanted the Japanese Church to be independent

(autocephalous). For them, any authority beyond them was an obstacle. Thus in Japan

there were a certain number of people who wanted to cut off relations with Moscow;

however this did not mean that they wanted to transfer Orthodox Church of Japan to the

Karlovtsy-Synod/ROCOR. Around the 1930s, Archpriest Sergius Kylihachi Suzuki of

DaIian25
, Manchuria, reported that Japanese Orthodox Christians including his

congregations in Manchuria faced a jurisdictional problem. They were not accepted in

Manchuria by all the Orthodox churches belonging to the Karlovtsy-Synod/ROCOR26
.

In 1930 a mysterious document was read in a plenary session of the Annual All

Japan Church Council which slanders Metropolitan Sergius (at that time Archbishop).

This act may have taken place on purpose by a nationalistic group of delegates, because

in this Council a draft of a resolution "to clarify the autocephalous status of the Japanese

25 *Jf "Talien" by Wade-Giles Style.
26 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan, 1936,46.
H{!ffJ 15 1p!1t~I.fj;p1JI/Ji.i Showa 15 nendo kokai gijiroku [The Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church
Council in 15th ofShOwa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of Japan, 1940),67.
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Church and cut off clearly the relationship to 'Soviet-Russian Church'" was submitted

and almost passed. According to Sergius's quotations from the minutes,27 the document

said:

Archbishop Sergius recognised the synod in Serbia that was organised by hierarchs
who fled from Russia at the beginning of the Russian Revolution. Then afterwards he
rejected it and recognised the synod of Metropolitan Sergius who stayed in Russia...
He [Metropolitan Sergius] transferred to Moscow because the s~nod in Serbia refused
to grant him a diamond cross for his klobuk, which he wanted.2

The document was a slander. Metropolitan Sergius decided to give a detailed

explanation in order to refute this charge. I assume thiswas done in order to address a

canonically problematic draft of a resolution that was submitted in the council. The

minutes recorded 18 pages of explanation.

Metropolitan Sergius started his refutation and explanation by giving his opinion

about the Karlovtsy Synod:

Brethren, the Russian Church did a shameful act in the year of the revolution. "I am
the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. He who is a
hireling and not a shepherd, whose own the sheep are not, sees the wolf coming and
leaves the sheep and flees; and the wolf snatches them and scatters them." (John
10: 11-12) Regretfully, some of the bishops left the sheep and fled. They forgot the
commandment of Christ. They fled. I do not know how many of them fled; I do not
know the exact numbers: for example, Metropolitan Anthony was captured once, after
that, he fled to a Polish monastery, then to Serbia. Bishops Theophan of PoItava,
Theophan of Kursk, Sergius of Chernomor, Seraphim of Ruvno, Benjamin of
Sevastopol - he served as a chaplain in Denikin' s corp29 - all fled. There were many
others that fled to Europe. Metropolitan Platon fled to the United States. Now. I
clearly say "they fled." Those hierarchs who fled organized the Synod in Serbia, but
do you think they had a right to do?3o

Then he continues the history of his contacts with the Karlovtsy Synod:

In 1921, the Synod in Serbia sent a letter to me. It said, "We are going to organize the
Synod to govern the Church. Would you accept our authority?" I did not reply at all.

27 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan, 1930,62-81.
28 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan, 1930,62-3.
29 General Anton Ivanovich Denikin led the "Armed Forces of the South of Russia."
30 Chancery of the Orthodox Church ofJapan, 1930,63.
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Following in1922 and 1923, I did not reply either; however, after the earthquake3l I
wrote a letter to the Patriarch about the damage to the mission and sent a copy of that
letter to both Metropolitan Sergius32 and Metropolitan Anthonl3

... Since then, I have
said neither "Yes" or "No" to them; however, eventually I started to think it would not
be nice if I did not express my opinion, so I wrote 52 pages of a personal letter to
Metropolitan Anthony. Indeed I just wrote about the past five year and my
impressions. I never asked any permission; however, I wrote my opinion as an
Archbishop. "As an Archbishop I have a difficult issue. According to tradition, we
start a strict fast on December 19 of the Julian calendar. However, this day falls on
New Year's Day in Japan. Because the Japanese celebrate New Year, I think that for
Christmas and Theophany it would be better to adapt the New Calendar." Upon
reading my letter, Metropolitan Anthony replied to me. "We basically disagree with
using the New Calendar; however, for your convenience, we would accept celebrating
Christmas and Theophany with New Calendar." He gave an ukase to me. This was
purely permission, not an order.34

Metropolitan Sergius also explained that he sent a blueprint ofthe reconstruction

plan of the cathedral to the Karlovtsy Synod and received a comment from Metropolitan

Anthony about the plan. Then he concluded his speech about the Karlovtsy Synod:

In 1927, Deputy Patriarchal Locum Tenens Metropolitan Sergius (Moscow)
Patriarchal Synod ordered (third time) the Synod in Serbia to be dissolved; however
they have not followed this order. .. Their attitude is to rebel against the Patriarch. I do
not want to rebel against him, so, since October of 1927, I have not written any letter
to Serbia and I have not received any letter from them.

However, this speech was different from Metropolitan Anthony's understanding of

the correspondence with Metropolitan Sergius. On August 4 (Old Style) of 1926,

Metropolitan Anthony sent a letter to Metropolitan Evlogy (Georgievsky) of Paris, who

had left the Karlovtsy Synod, in order to defend the canonicity of the Synod:

You are saying that the churches in the U.S. and Japan are keeping silence Now,
I have a letter from Archbishop Sergius of Japan dated 21 5t _27th of July which Ijust
received. (I asked Archbishop Vladimir and Bishop Veniamin to read this letter.) He
is asking for permission to celebrate some of the feasts on the New Calendar in Japan,
and asking an answer concerning his opinion of the necessity of changing the name of

31 The Great KantO Earthquake which was occurred on September 1, 1923.
32Deputy Patriarchal Locum Tenens Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky).
33 Kh . karpovlts y.
34 Chancery of the Orthodox Church of Japan, 1930,64-5.
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the mission from "Russian Spiritual Mission in Japan,,35 to "Orthodox Spiritual
Mission.,,36 How would you able to write and claim that the churches of the U.S. and
Japan are keeping silence?37

Either intentionally or not, this shows the existence of mutual misunderstanding in the

correspondence between Metropolitan Sergius and Metropolitan Anthony.

Metropolitan Sergius and White Russian Emigres in Japan

After the Revolution, a certain number of Russians took refuge in Japan. A Russian

community and school was organised in the cathedral complex in Tokyo. There were

churches in both Kobe and Nagasaki where a majority of parishioners were Russian

emigres and services were in Church Slavonic. The church in Yokohama also had a

strong presence of Russian emigres.

Relationships between Metropolitan Sergius and the White-Russian emigres were

basically good; however, Metropolitan Sergius's loyalty to the Moscow Patriarchate and

his moderate political and ecclesiological views eventually caused some troubles.

According to Japanese Security Police archival materials that were discovered by Prof.

Naganawa, there were two Russian emigre groups in Japan. One was the St. Nikolsky

Society, which was headed by Metropolitan Sergius, and another one was the Russian

Emigres' Association, established by Georgiy Ivanovich Chertokov in July 1930.

Chertokov, who took refugee in Japan in 1922, had been an officer of the White Guards.

He was very active in organising an anti-Soviet movement in Japan. Metropolitan

Sergius considered that a radical political movement of Russian emigres might cause

35 Rossi'fskaia Dukhovnaia Missiia v laponii.
36 Pravoslavnaia Dukhovnaia Missia.
37 Kijuro Constantine Kondo "t:-$ P "/7lE~~O)fitf}l. Cti*O)11f~~ Bomei Roshia Seikyokainai no
kakushitsu to kyokuto no senkyokai [Internal Conflicts within ROCOR and Orthodox Missions of Far
East]"Harukanari waga kokyo -lkyo ni ikiru lll- Faraway from fatherland - Living inforeign land lll- ed.,
Yoshikazu Nakamura, et. ai, (Yokohama: Seibunsha, 2005), 16 I- I7I.
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more troubles for the Russian Orthodox Church in the Soviet Union. Japanese Security

Police recorded some conflicts between the two groups.

In 1931 Metropolitan Sergius offered quite an optimistic view of Russia. He quoted

from a letter from his hometown and expressed his strong support for Metropolitan

Sergius (Stragorodsky), He also expressed a positive view about changes in the place of

church structures in society in comparison with the situation in Imperial Russia38
. This

speech became highly controversial and caused serious divisions among Russian emigres

in Japan. For example, the Nativity of Christ Church, a Russian emigre parish in Kobe,

expelled Fr. Bobrov, who supported Metropolitan Sergius and brought in a ROCOR priest

named Fr. Khodakovsky from Manchuria. The Security Police records indicate that the

Russian community in the Tokyo-Yokohama area made a similar attempt, but because of

the lack of funds, it did not succeed.39

38 For example, he said "Russian Orthodox Church was a mistress of the government."
39 Mitsuo Naganawa, "S *O)Jff3..:~tJv:¥-{ O)?~-R Nihon no Fushukyo Sergij (Tikhomirov) no hiai
[The Sorrow of Metropolitan Sergij (Tikhomirov) of Japan]," Ikyi5 ni ikiru II -rainichi Roshia-jin no
sokuseki- [Living inforeign land II-foot steps ofRussian Emigres in Japan -J ed., Yoshikazu Nakamura,
et aI., (Yokohama, Japan: Seibunsha2003). 154-59.
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Chapter 4: The Rise of Japanese Nationalism Within the Orthodox Church

All Japan Laity Conference in 1909 and Creation of Shingikyoku

As I have mentioned in chapter 1, an All Japanese Laity Conference was held in

1909. This council was planned from July 7 -16 at the initiative of the laity but with the

blessing of the hierarchs. According to the invitation letter which was carried on the

preface of the minutes,40 this conference was held because the All Japanese Church

Council had been held by only clergy since 1906. Discussion topics that were mentioned

include issues related to finance, administration, and mission. Clergy and laity had a joint

meeting on July 13, then, on July 19 four lay representatives attended the clergy meeting

with St. Nicholas and Bishop Sergius, carrying with them resolutions and petitions from

the laity meeting. Also more than forty laity came to observe the meeting.

The result of this meeting was rather bitter. It showed serious separation or distance

between the hierarchs and the laity. The minutes described that while a representative was

reading petitions, St. Nicholas left the meeting without giving any reason.41 Also the lay

representatives were dissatisfied. They were dissatisfied by the answers and the attitude

of clergy toward the laity. In the epilogue of the minutes, Alexander Gensaku Sugiyama,

one of the four representatives to the clergy meeting, wrote his impressions: Their

speeches were often disturbed, etc. They also felt that the clergy did not treat the laity as

equals. For example, only clergy were seated on chairs, and they laity were given only

40 Zenkoku shinto-taikai jimusho[Secretariate of All Japan Laity Conference),ed. :2:!Jfff1!fJf;kiPl!J$i7t
Zenkoku shinto-taikai gijiroku {The Minuets ofAll Japan Laity Conference} (Tokyo: Zenkoku shinto-taikai
jimusho, 1909), 1-6.
41 Zenkoku shinto-taikai jimusho [Secretariate of All Japan Laity Conference), 1909, 13.
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poor stools.42 St. Nicholas commented that this meeting was not fruitful. 43 In fact, an All

Japan Laity Conference was never held again. St. Nicholas decided instead to have laity

representatives in the All Japan Church Council.

Participation of the laity in church administration was rejected by St. Nicholas in

1909. However, in 1912 the Church of Japan did accept the idea of having a permanent

council that included laity in the archdiocesan chancery44. The role of this council, called

shingikyoku, was to be an advisory body to the bishop. It is important to remember that,

before the establishment of this council, there was no permanent council with such a role.

This decision to establish the council was a compromise between the hierarch and the

people of the Church. The newly created singikyoku was organised by three priests and

four laity. Also, this council marks the first time ever that clarification ofthe relationship

between the Russian Church and the Church of Japan was requested.

Establishment of Church Constitution Constitutional Council in 1919

This council was held in 1919 as the usual Annual All Japan Church Council.

However, representatives later renamed this council as the "All Japan Church-constituent

Council." After the council started, the entire discussion was occupied by the creation of

the "Church Constitution." Interestingly, at the council in the previous year, words like

"Church Constitution" or any kind of regulations were not mentioned at all.

Bishop Sergius, in the opening address of the council, said that when he was

informed of the plan to establish a Church Constitution, he thought people were planning

42 Zenkoku shinto-taikai jimusho [Secretariate of All Japan Laity Conference], 1909,50.
43 Zenkoku shinto-taikai jimusho [Secretariate of All Japan Laity Conference], 1909, 32.
44 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., 1jIJ1f; 45 1p!Jt:i,,\;fj;/Il$i7tMeiji 45 nendo kokai gijiroku
[The Minuets ofAll Japan Church Council in 45th ofMeiji Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of Japan, 1912),
137-43.
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to establish a detailed application of canon law to the situation of Japan.45 In the meeting,

therefore, he did not hide his surprise; also he was warning people that process was

moving too quickly. Fr. Symeon Mii expressed his apprehension that this Constitution

might contradict canon law.46
. It is interesting that majority of people who expressed their

opposition or apprehension to establishing Constitution were those educated in Russia.

Those people were more concerned about canon law and clearly understood the status of

Japanese Church as a mission diocese of Russian Orthodox Church. Nevertheless, the

Constitution was established. People claimed the necessity of establishing the Church

Constitution to adjust to the aftermath of the Russian Revolution and to clarify the future

of the Church of Japan.

By this Constitution, Somukyoku was created. Somukyoku was organised by both

clergy and laity, and it role was overseeing the whole church administration along with

the bishop. This was another important change of governance for the Church of Japan.

Movement to Consecrate Japanese Bishops

Since St. Nicholas came to Japan to establish the church of and for the Japanese, it

was a natural conclusion to have native Japanese bishops. There were a couple of plans

to consecrate native Japanese to the episcopacy. The first attempt was the case of Paul

Keiji Nlzuma. He was ordained as a monk-priest, and St. Nicholas was considering his

45 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., JeiE 8 fp/fDt!!f$;tiJI/fifl Taisho 8 nendo kempo kokai
gijiroku [The Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church Council in 8th ofTaisho Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox
Church of Japan, 1919),8-12.
46 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1919,25-26.
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future consecration to the episcopacy; however this plan failed because of Fr. Paul

Nlzuma's deposition.47

After that St. Nicholas became more cautious about the idea of consecrating

Japanese natives to the episcopacy. For example, in his diary he wrote that he told people

in Japan; the Church of Japan should invite a Russian bishop after him; the Church of

Japan should not be in a rush to be an independent church; the Church of Japan must be

under the Synod of Russia for at least a hundred years and must strictly obey the guidance

of the Russian bishops without having any question; otherwise the church might be

deformed by people into a kind of Protestant church.48

In 1923 the Episcopalians consecrated their first two Japanese bishops.49 Then in

1927 the Roman Catholics consecrated their first Japanese bishop. 50 It would not be

surprising that this stimulated Orthodox Christians. In 1930 at the council, two motions

were made for consecration of a Japanese bishop.51 This was repeated in 1931 also. In

1932 Metropolitan Sergius's "Ten Year Plan for Autonomy" was mentioned52 by the

Chancellor, according to which three Japanese bishops would be consecrated under the

Metropolitan. In 1933, again the motion was made. Since this issue had been brought

47 Eventually he was allowed to serve church as a Catechist. And he was a vocal representative to All
Japanese Council for ages.
48Kennosuke Nakamura, ed., tr., ffrltl1i/i - :::I '7--f (/') fJ Jet] Senkyo-shi Nikolai no nikki sho {The Abridged
Diary ofSt Nicholas ofJapan.} (Sapporo, Japan: Hokkaido Univ. Press, 1994),358.
According to the daily of Wednesday 20th of July 1904, St. Nicholas was invited to the tea party by people
(according to St. Nicholas "all priests and professors of seminary who graduated from Theological
Academies [in Russia], and translators of the Church Press" where he said people).
49 Nippon Sei Kou Kai Diocese of Kobe. ":b t:. L- t:. i:::> (J)~~ C: 11: Watashitachi no kyokai towa [About
our church]" Nippon Sei Kou Kai Diocese ofKobe April 30, 2007, <http://www.nskk.org/kobe/kbOl.htm>
50 Catholic Bishops' Conference of Japan. "j] ~ !J '/ (7 *~*'iiJ~[R Katorikku Nagasaki daishikyo
ku[Catholic Archdiocese of Nagasaki]" Catholic Bishops' Conference ofJapan April 30, 2007
<http://www.cbcj.catholic.jp/jpn/diocese/nagasakLhtm>
51 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1930,36.
52 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., BiJffl7 1f.!1f-j,:'i£!IJ$i!JtShOwa 7 nendo kokai gijiroku [The
Minuets of Annual All Japanese Church Council in 7th of Showa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of Japan,
1932),24.
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into public, Metropolitan Sergius was always positive about this issue. In this year, he

basically agreed on near-future consecration of Japanese bishops; his basic apprehension

was about the availability of sufficient funds to support the new bishops. In this council

the plan to have Japanese bishops was approved, and a special committee to search for

episcopal candidates was organized, and in 1934 the special committee drew up a detailed

plan.53

However, in 1935 the committee concluded that the plan would have to be

postponed in view of the realities of the Church of Japan,54 i.e., the lack of appropriate

candidates and funding. 55 In 1936, at the opening address of Annual All Japan Church

Council, Metropolitan Sergius mentioned the letter from Deputy Patriarchal Locum

Tenens Metropolitan Sergius (Stragorodsky), in which he elevated Archpriest Symeon

Michiro Mii to the rank of protopresbyter and awarded a jewelled pectoral cross to Mitred

Archpriest Paul Ryo Morita and also proposed that both of them be co"nsecrated to

become auxiliary bishops. 56 (Mii refused this proposal, and gravely ill Morita passed

away in January 1938.) In 1939, again the motion was made. Metropolitan Sergius

commented, "I really am glad that this motion was made by 13 lay delegates headed by

Arsenius Hekichi Iwasawa,,,57 Again, a special committee was organised. Since 1930,

53 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., 9{ff!J 9 fF!f{:L,'iil/1$!dt Showa 9 nendo kokai gijiroku [The
Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church Council in 9th ofShowa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of Japan,
1934),22-23.
54 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., 9{ff!J 10 fF!f{:L,'iillf$!dt Showa 10 nendo kokai gijiroku
[The Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church Council in 10th ofShowa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of
Japan, 1935),30-31.
55 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., 9{ff!J 14 fF!f{:L,'iilti$!dt Showa 14 nendo kokai gijiroku
[The Minuets ofAnnual All Japanese Church Council in 14th ofShowa Era] (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of
Japan, 1939),39.
56 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1936, 5-6.
57 Chancery of Orthodox Church ofJapan, 1939,40.
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Arsenius Iwasawa had been a vocal activist for consecrating Japanese bishops. In

addition to Iwasawa, three other activists were lay member of Somukyoku at that time.58

At the council meeting, a decision was made to have this motion discussed by the

appointed special committee again. The special committee was to be organised by the 13

delegates that made the motion and were members of Somukyoku. However, the question

of consecration became more confused this time because of the interference of

governmental policy. Issues relating to the consecration of Japanese bishops caused

serious turmoil in the church which continued directly until 1954 and indirectly until

1970.

58 Other two were George Isami NTzuma and Linus Shin'e Sato.
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Chapter 5: Japan's Path to War and Its Consequences for Christianity

Rising extreme militant-nationalism and Christianity

In the 1930s, Japanese society was marked by social disturbances caused by

misgovernment. Because of the failure of redistribution of wealth and multiple economic

depressions, despairing people put their hope in army. The rise of the influence of the

army finally brought Japan into World War II. As rising militarism combined with

nationalism, the government started to suppress religious freedom as well as other

freedoms. Emperor worship was extremely strengthened.

Christianity was considered as a dangerous religion because Christianity whether

passively or aggressively questioned the deity of the emperor. Especially after the Kokka

sodoin ho [National Mobilization Law], which allowed the government to control all

resources - including human resources - to accomplish its war aims was established in

1938, a policy of Japanization of Christianity was pursued by the government.

Establishment of Shukyo-dantai ho [Regulations of Religious Organizations or Rules
Governing the Federation of Religions]

On March 23, 1939, the Diet of Japan enacted a bill named "Shukyo-dantai ho"

[Regulations of Religious Organizations]. Before this law was enacted, there were

various laws including the Constitution59 relating to religious organizations, yet there was

no compre~ensive or inclusive one. The Diet announced that this law would be enforced

from April 8 of that year and would be implemented from April 1,1940.

59 The Constitution of the Empire of Japan (from 29 November 1889 until 2 May 1947) or more commonly
known as the Imperial or Meiji Constitution accepted freedom of religion "as long as it would not interfere
with the peace and order of the society and would not diminish adherents' responsibility as subjects"
(Article 28) I*$:~ff: '7 frJJ Jr 7-Ed;:i::B;;)7 !V / ~f~':::;;Ff 7J -If!V~11:':::~T J (~28 ~).
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decision.68 He recognised Archpriest James as his legitimate successor. Then Archpriest

James Shintaro Tohei was elected as the episcopal candidate. He was the second oldest

priest at that time. This election was authorised by "retired" Metropolitan Sergius, and he

granted Fr. James a mitre as the sign of his blessing.69 The anti-Iwasawa group occupied

the chancery and started to function as the church administration.

The Election and Consecration of Bishop Nicholas Ono

However, Iwasawa's group forestall the anti-Iwasawa group. They quickly had

contact with the Karlovtsy Synod for the consecration of a bishop. Archpriest John Ono

was elected as epsicopal candidate. At that time he was the oldest priest in the Church of

Japan. In addition, he and Arsenius Iwasawa originally came from the same perish.7o The

Synod received the and decided about Fr. John Ono's epsicopal consecration.

Archpriest John Kiichi Ono was a married priest. His wife Vera Shin was the third

daughter of Archpriest John Atsure Sakai71
, the first Japanese who was ordained into the

priesthood. Upon his election as an episcopal candidate, his wife Vera took a monastic

vow according to the tradition. Monastic tonsure of both Fr. John and Vera took place on

the same day and time at different monasteries in Harbin, Manchuria. Fr. John was given

the monastic name of Nicholas, and Matushka Vera was given the monastic name of

Helen.

68 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1941,35.
69 Yoshimura, Vol. 31 No.3 (1941),14.
70 Takehiko Higuchi, "13}j IilWl]:1 y7lE~0){jT R {~J!! Meiji-ki Roshia Seikyo no Izu dendo [The
Missionary Work of the Russian Orthodox Church in Izu around Meiji Era]," Numazu-shi Hakubutsukan
kiyo 20 [The Bulletin ofthe Museum ofthe City ofNumazu No. 20}, ed., The Museum of History and
Folklore of City ofNumazu and The Meiji Archive of City ofNumazu, (Numazu, Japan: The Museum of
the City ofNumazu, 1996), 1-31.
7/ According to the Monastic Profession of Bishop Nicholas Ono, Vera was adapted by Ono family. Thus
her maiden name was Vera Shin Ono. Upon his marriage, Bishop Nicholas adapted her family name. His
original family name was Yamazaki. (Seikyojiho [The Orthodox Messenger] ), VoU1, No.5 (1941).
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On April 6, 1941, Archimandrite Nicholas was consecrated as a bishop at the St.

Nicholas Cathedraf2 of Harbin, commonly known as the Central Cathedral or the Central

Square Cathedral, by ROCOR hierarchs in China: Metropolitan Meletius (Zaborovsky) of

Harbin and all Manchuria, Archbishop Nestor (Anisimov) of Kamcatka and Petropavlosk

(resident in Harbin), ArchbishopVictor (Svyatin) of Beijing,73 Bishop Juvenal of

Qiqihar74, and Bishop Demetrius of Hailar.

The Extraordinary All Japan Council of 1942

Both the Iwasawa group and the anti-Iwasawa group (or Ono's group and Tohei's

group) continued ti fight each other about their legitimacy with very un-churchly

behaviour. Iwasawa's group hired gangsters to eliminate the opposition. Then, when

Iwasawa's group brought newly consecrated Bishop Nicholas Ono to the cathedral first,

the anti-Iwasawa group locked out him of the cathedral. Seikyojiho [The Orthodox

Messenger] reported that Bishop Nicholas celebrated paschal services at the house of a

deacon who lives in the Cathedral yard. The official church magazine, The Orthodox

Messenger, was controlled by Iwasawa's group. Therefore they criticised their opponent.

This conflict continued. It was even was reported by the newspapers. 75 Finally, the

Metropolitan Police Department,76 the Military Police, and the Ministry of Education

72 This wooden built Cathedral was built in 1900 and destroyed on 23 rd of August, 1966 by Red Guards
during the Cultural Revolution.
73 Some sources name Bishop John (Maximovich) of Shanghai instead of Archbishop Victor.
For example, the memoir of Mrs. Mitsue Eugenie Kaminaga, a niece of Nun Helen (Ono) wrote "Bishop
John came from Shanghai took three days travel" See Appendix 3.
74 "Tsitsihar" by Wade-Giles Style.
75 Asahi Shimbun, "Hojo ni toki no mean" Asahi Shimbun, March 2, 1941, Tokyo edition.

Asahi Shimbun, "Shukyo-joninshiki de koso" Asahi Shimbun, March 7,1941, Tokyo edition.
76 Until the abolishment of the Home Ministry which minister police public works and elections in 1947,
Metropolitan Police Department was under this Ministry.
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came to arbitrate between the two groupS.77 Both groups signed an official document for

compromise on June 23. Upon this compromise with a governmental provision, an

Extraordinary All Japan Council was held on July 18,1941, with the presence and

observation of a captain from the police and an official from the Ministry of Education. 78

The council made three resolutions. First, Bishop Nicholas Ono was officially accepted

as primate of the Church of Japan; second, the near-future episcopal consecration ofFr.

James Nlzuma was decided; third, a new chancery member would be elected by popular

vote. In fact, this council could not resolve all the problems facing the church; however,

it became the last council before and during World War II, A meeting only of archpriests

was held on August 17-18,1943, because the church did not have the power to hold a big

meeting due to the war. As a result, Fr. James T6hei's episcopal consecration never took

place. Fr. James passed away in January 1945.

The Arrest and Death of Metropolitan Sergius

In 1945, now retired Metropolitan Sergius was arrested on suspicion of spying for

the Soviets by the Tokubetsu Koto Keisatsu (Special Higher Police), commonly called

Tokko. The exact date was not sure. Some records say the Saturday of Bright Week (May

12); however, records for an attorneys' meeting on May 21 mentions that he was arrested

on May 14.79 The arrest was mainly caused because a Soviet diplomat frequently visited

77 Asahi Shimbun, "Nikolai funso-ni 'dan'" Asahi Shimbun, June 18, 1941, Tokyo edition.
Asahi Shimbun, "Nikolai funsokaiketsu" Asahi Shimbun, June 24, 1941, Tokyo edition.

78 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., B{j!!l16 fFJ1t~""fj;!1nIJJJtShOwa 16 nendo kokai gijiroku
[The Minuets ofAnnual All Japan Church Council in 16th ofShOwa Era} (Tokyo: Orthodox Church of
Japan, 1941),22-24.

Asahi Shimbun, "Washite shin-hossoku, Nikolai-do no motsure kaiketsu" Asahi Shimbun, June I, 1941,
Tokyo edition.
79Bishop Seraphim (Tsujie), "-t /v=¥-1 Jff::£~O)9Et.:J.!'i5 SergI fushuko no shibo kokoku [The Obituary
notice of Metropolitan Sergius]" (SeikyojihO [The Orthodox Messenger}), No. 1397 (2007),18.
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the house of Metropolitan Sergius. More seriously, he made a petition to receive a Soviet

passport. Also the minutes of attorneys' meeting recorded; "we are going to decide his

case after seeing a procedure ofjudicial decision of the Yokohama Case.,,80 The

Yokohama Case was a governmental prosecution ofjournalists who were suspected of

being communists. In any case, Metropolitan Sergius was suspected of having a

relationship with the Soviets and Communists. Many resources mention the high

possibility that Metropolitan Sergius was tortured; however, this does not have clear

evidence. In fact, the minutes of the attorneys' meeting recorded that "he should not be

tortured. ,,81

On the other hand, Victor Pokrovsky, the former conductor of the choir of the

Cathedral of Tokyo, who was arrested by the Special Higher Police around same time,

was tortured. 82 Therefore, the truth is still in mystery. Metropolitan Sergius was held

captive for forty days. Terribly exhausted, he fell asleep in the Lord on August 10, 1945,

just five days before the surrender of Japan.

80 Yokohama Case was the case which over 60 journalists and editors were arrested and tortured in 1943-45.
They were suspected of planning to re-construct Communist Party which was iIlegalised. 4 people were
killed by torture and 30 people were given suspended sentences. This case is believed a totally frame up.
However, the majority ofjudicial records were destroyed after the World War II, there is only a copy of the
syllabus in National Archive of the United States. Thus, the truth of the case is also in the mystery.
81 Keijikyoku shiso-ka, ed. "BBfJ] 20 if. 5 Ji )!;~~~~$~ Showa 20 nen 5 gatsu renraku kaigi gijiroku
[The Minuets of (attorneys') Meeting of May in 20th of Showa Era]" 25. Japan Center for Asian Historical
Records(JACAR) National Archives ofJapan April 30, 2007
<http://www.jacar.go.jp/DAS/meta/MetaOutServlet>
82 According to the word of his daughter Mrs. Lydia Kosar.
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Chapter 7: Postwar Confusion in the Church of Japan, 1946-1954

The Defeat of Japan in World War II

On August 15, 1945, the Japanese government officially declared unconditional

surrender, which is described by the Potsdom Declaration, and Emperor Sh6wa (Hirohito)

announced this through a radio broadcast. On September 2, the Japanese government

signed the Japanese Instrument of Surrender, which officially ended World War II. From

September of 1945 until April 28, 1952, for about six years and nine months, the country

was under the occupation of the Allied Powers headed by American General Douglas

MacArthur as Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP) (September 1945-April

1951), and later by Matthew Bunker Ridgway, Deputy Supreme Allied Commander

(tenure: June 1950 - April 1952). The defeat of Japan in World War II was the end of 15

years of continuing war for Japan. However, for the Orthodox Church of Japan, this was

the beginning of another chapter of turmoil.

The Extraordinary All Japan Church Council in April 1946

Although the war was ended, with poverty, starvation, total destruction of

transportation and communication, etc, every church was too busy for its day-to-day

survival; therefore it was difficult to hold the Church Council immediately. On April

5,1946, about eight months after the defeat of Japan, the Extraordinary Council of the

Church of Japan was held. Upon the proposal of the chancery, the council basically

discussed three subjects: First, revision of the Church Constitution; second, acceptance of

the authority of the Patriarchate of Moscow as the Mother Church; third, revision of the

articles of the association.
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At this meeting, Bishop Nicholas was accused about his association with the war-

time government by his opponents (the previous "anti-Iwasawa group" such as Alexander

Riju Manabe). He refused to resign, saying, "Unless you have an order from General

MacArthur or the Patriarch of Moscow, you do not have any power over me;" however,

he finally was convinced to accept "temporary retirement;"

Also the second resolution was changed into three detailed subjects: first, to accept

the authority of the Patriarchate of Moscow and to have good relationships with it; second,

to reconstruct the Church of Japan, and with the assistance of SCAP to ask'the American

Church's direction and support; third, due to the presence of many Russian emigre sand

American soldiers, with the assistance of SCAP to invite a Russian bishop to Japan. 83

This change caused a contradiction because Bishop Nicholas and the chancery

already had sent a letter on March 27 asking the Moscow Patriarchate to receive the

Church of Japan and to send bishops to Japan through the Soviet Consul General Volgin.

In fact, the Moscow Patriarchate sent two bishops to Japan; however, their entrances into

Japan were prevented by SCAP.

From our present perspective, the council's resolution appears to be contradictory;

however, its inconsistencies may be explained by the fact that people had no information

about Orthodox churches outside of Japan. In any case, the revised resolution was

approved by the council, and this was approved in the Annual All Japan Church Council

in July 1946 also.

83 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., B!1!D 21 ¥!ftIIJiHtt-j,,\fNf!l$fil< Showa 21 nendorinji kokai
gijiroku [The Minuets ofAnnual All Japan Church Council in 21" ofShowa Era} (Tokyo: Orthodox Church
of Japan, 1946), 30.
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Transfer under the Omophorion of the North American Metropolia

Upon the resolution of the Annual Ordinary Council of April, the chanceri4 made

contact with SCAP to pursue the resolution. At the same time, "to make things easier"

the chancery officials very strangely tried to make direct contact with the United States:

They asked an American officer, upon his return to that country, to bring messages from

Japan to the United States. The family name of the officer, "Royster," was mentioned; he

is now Archbishop Dmitri of the OCA's Diocese of the South.

The chancery report to the council in July said, "1 heard that a personal letter was

delivered to SCAP by Mr. Royster which said that he went to New York and met with

Metropolitan Benjamin.,,85 On the following page, another person reported, "1 received a

letter from Mr. Royster. He negotiated the issue with Bishop Benjamin, and the bishop

said, '1 will answer you after 1have negotiated with Moscow.",86 This Metropolitan

Benjamin presumably would be Metropolitan Benjamin (Fedchenkov), who was

Metropolitan ofthe Russian Patriarchal Exarchate ofNorth America from 1933-1947.

(This assumption agrees with the memoir of Alexander Riju Manabe. 87) This contact,

however, was not successful, and the chancery received no response. Later the chancery

explained this:

The chancery did not receive any response. Later, Mr. Beliayev, a Russian in Tokyo
received a letter from Metropolitan Benjamin. Metropolitan Benjamin wrote that he
had written a letter to the Patriarch in which he asked the patriarchal blessing for him
to visit Japan. However the Patriarch wrote to him; "You do not need to visit Japan. 1

84 Some of documents referred the chancery as Konsistoriia "the Consistory."
85 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1946,46-47.
86 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, 1946, 41.
87 Alexande Rijil Manabe, "13 *JE~~ 50 if.9:(5) Nihon seikokai 50 nen-shi (5) [Fifty years of the
History of Orthodox Church of Japan, Part 5]" Nihon Seikyokai-ho (Vestnik pravoslavnol Tserkvi v Iaponii
[The Orthodox Messenger ofChurch in JapanJ),Vol. 1, No.8 (1968).
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will send a bishop to Japan from Moscow." Therefore he cancelled his visit to
Japan. 88

However, it is questionable, even if Metropolitan Benjamin had received the

blessing, whether SCAP would have accepted for him to visit Japan, because SCAP

already had a different plan for the future of the Orthodox Church of Japan. SCAP

already had entered into negotiations with Metropolitan Theophilus of the Russian

Orthodox Greek Catholic Church of America, commonly known as the Metropolia, to

send a bishop to Japan.

According to Alexander Riju Manabe, on October 7, 1946, SCAP summoned

representatives of the Orthodox Church. Manabe and Moses Osamu Baba, as full-time lay

members of the chancery, along with chancellor Archpriest Samuel Tokuju Uzawa, went

to the office of SCAP. At the meeting, SCAP promised them "on the behalf of the United

States," that they would support the Orthodox Church of Japan. Four officers talked to

them, and one of them was Colonel Boris Pash, the son of Metropolitan Theophilus

(Pashkovsky).89 However, interestingly, he never revealed who his father was.90 Later,

Colonel Pash wrote a very interesting memoir about this meeting and events thereafter up

until the official reception of Bishop Benjamin (Basalyga) for The American Legion

Lr . 91lVlagaZine.

For some people, this jurisdictional change was not welcome. This was especially

true for Russian emigres who had received Soviet passports after Worid War II. Theese

88 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., "~ai'f*~~JiD£:,jf£ Rinji Somukyoku kaigi [Extraordinary
Chancery Meeting]" j,t;'#JffiJf/i Somukyoku-ho [The Chancery Newsletter]" 6 (1946), 1-3.
89 There are some personal letters mentioned about the Church of Japan written by Colonel Boris Pash to
Metropolitan Theophilus. See Appendix 4.
90 Alexande Riju Manabe, "~*lE~£: 50 ip~(3) Nihon seikokai 50 nen-shi (3) [Fifty years of the
History of Orthodox Church of Japan, Part 3]" Nihon Seikyokai-hO (Vestnik pravoslavnol Tserkvi v Iaponii)
[The Orthodox Messenger ofChurch in Japan] Vol. 1 No.6 (1968), 8.
Also, Pash himself asked his father to keep secret about his works in Japan. See Appendix 4.
91 Pash, Boris T., "Checkmate!," The American Legion Magazine, April, 1958, 14-15, 42-43.
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were led by Philip Shvets, a lay chancery member for the Russian emigres. On October

24 Shvets came to a meeting at the chancery with Volgin, the Consul General of the

Soviet Union in Tokyo, and six other Russians. They urged the chancery to change the

decision to have an American bishop.92

92 Chancery of Orthodox Church of Japan, ed., "li;aif*,M~Jm~~ Rinji Somukyoku kaigi[Extra ordinary
Chancery Meeting]" #U!ffJlfJ¥Ii Somukyoku-ho [The Chancery Newsletter]" 6 (1946),1-3.
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Chapter 8: Reconstruction of the Church of Japan, 1946-1954

The Arrival of Bishop Benjamin

According to Colonel Boris Pash, Bishop Benjamin (Basalyga) arrived in Tokyo on

January 6, 1947. Then, he entered the cathedral of Tokyo on January T Fearing that there

might even be attempts at physical violence by pro-Soviets; he asked chaplains of many

army units around Tokyo to make an announcement to their Orthodox personnel about

the church service and to encourage them to attend.93 On January 20, Bishop Benjamin

was elected as bishop of Japan by an Extra Ordinary Church Council of Japan. His life in

Japan was not easy in many ways. He spent seven years in Japan and did his best. Until

1949 there were some troubles, but thereafter the situation eventually calmed down.

After 1950 a certain measure of normal church life came back; for example, a national

meeting of church school teachers was held on August 24, 1950. Then, the 90th

anniversary of St. Nicholas's arrival in Japan was celebrated along with the Annual All

Japan Church Council on July 12, 1951. Bishop Benjamin was elevated to the rank of

archbishop in 1950.

Bishop Ireney, the Reconstructor

Reconstruction in a real sense was undertaken by Bishop Ireney (Bekish), the

successor of Bishop Benjamin. He came to Japan in July 1953 and served in Japan until

1960 as bishop and later as archbishop. He energetically carried out pastoral visitations

to parishes in order to understand the situation of the Church of Japan better. In addition,

the reopening of seminary education was announced in September 1953, with new male

93 Pash 1958,43.
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and female seminaries opening on October 18, 1954. It was also during Bishop Ireney's

time, beginning in 1958, that seminarians began to be sent for further study in the United

States at St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary. Bishop Ireney also tried to train

nuns. Novices were sent to the United States and France; however, this undertaking was

not successful. He also reprinted various service books in 1960. From 1947 unti11972,

there were four American bishops who served in Japan as primate, but among them

Bishop Ireney accomplished the most.

Schism in the Church of Japan and Attempts at Reconciliation

Russian emigres who received Soviet passports did not accept the transfer of the

Church of Japan to the Metropolia in 1947. They gathered in the Russian School in the

Cathedral yard to have separate services, and they maintained a relationship with the

Moscow Patriarchate. At the request of those Russians, Archpriest (latet Protopresbyter)

Anthony Makio Takai started to serve there. He had long experience as a pastor to

Russian emigres. Bishop Nicholas (Ono) joined this group

On May 27, 1954, which was Holy Saturday, a signing and reconciliation ceremony

between Bishop Nicholas and Orthodox Church of Japan was held. According to the

agreement, all priests under Bishop Nicholas were supposed to accept the reconciliation.

Nevertheless, Fr. Anthony and two other priests and their parishioners (about 300 people)

did not obey Bishop Nicholas's decision. They continued their activity as the "True

Orthodox Church of Japan" - in 1968 reorganized as the "Japanese Orthodox Church"

under the Moscow Patriarchate.

Although this schism was finally resolved in 1970 by the reconciliation of the

Orthodox Church of Japan with the Moscow Patriarchate, the factional strife between the
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Iwasawa and the anti-Iwasawa groups that had begun in 1940 basically ended in 1954.

Therefore the reconciliation of Bishop Nicholas is an appropriate place to end this thesis.
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Conclusion

As I have indicated in previous chapters, the Orthodox Church of Japan faced three

major external sources of trouble: first, the Russian Revolution, then the great Kant6

earthquake, and finally World War II. The Church was seriously damaged by these

events, and the results can be felt even today. For example, the membership of the

Church today has shrunk to about a third of its size in the days of St. Nicholas. Although

the sources of trouble were external, they resulted in very serious internal damage to the

Church.

As I have mentioned before, Episcopalians and Catholics faced similar problems

similar to those of the Orthodox. For example, they needed to establish Japanese

leadership for church administration during World War II. Nevertheless, those churches

did not split when they consecrated their bishops and other leaders, which is what

happened with the Orthodox. What was the difference between those churches and the

Orthodox Church of Japan? One reason may be related to the issue of nationalism among

the Orthodox.

From the beginning, the Orthodox Church in Japan emphasised patriotism. In fact,

a majority of early converts into the faith were shizoku, former samurais, and many of the

first generation of priests came from this proud and patriotic class. Christians had been

seen as somewhat special or as outsiders by Japanese society. In the case of the Orthodox

Church, potential suspicion by the society was even stronger because of its connection to

Russia, a potential enemy. Thus, perhaps more than other Christians in Japan, Orthodox

Christians may have needed to prove that they are good Japanese, good patriotic Japanese,

all the time.
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In reading the minutes of church councils, I often sensed a certain incompatibility or

"disconnect" because there were so many discrepancies in the discussions between

Metropolitan Sergius and the people. Metropolitan Sergius tried to get the people to

understand the Church of Japan within the context of worldwide Orthodoxy; however,

people could not understand this at all. Especially when the issue of the independence of

the Church of Japan arose, this misunderstanding was clear. In the late 1940s the

situation became even more disastrous, as odd combinations of nationalistic patriotism

and faith appeared frequently. Sometimes faith was totally swallowed up by nationalism.

Therefore, when governmental policy urged nationalism, some people totally lost their

way as Christians.

However, we should not blame people too much for their lack of a wider

perspective. Although the literacy rate of Japan was quite high (about 90% of the

population in the early 20th century), information and educational resources about the

world beyond Japan were really limited. In fact clear differences in mentality can be seen

behind council speeches between Japanese priests who had studied outside of Japan and

those educated only in Japan. Also we should never forget that even ordinary people 

and not impersonal outside events - caused "turmoil." We have to consider the historical

context. These people basically had good will behind their behavior. They thought their

way was the only the way to survive as Orthodox Christians in Japan. Nevertheless, I

cannot stop thinking about a possibility: If the people had had a better understanding of

ecclesiology, the turmoil of about the consecration Japanese bishops might have been less

disastrous.
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Metropolitan Sergius of Japan

Metropolitan Sergius had arrived in Japan in 1908 to assist St Nicholas of Japan in his missionary
work among the Japanese. After St Nicholas died in 1912 he became the Archbishop ofTokyo as
St Nicholas' successor.

After the great Tokyo earthquake of September 1923, in which the Resurrection Cathedral
(Nicolai-do) was seriously damaged, Archbishop Sergius needed an experienced choir director.
He came to Manchuria, where many of the remnants of the Russian White army were living, to
find a new director. It was here that Archbishop Sergius met Victor A. Pokrovsky. The
Archbishop liked Victor and asked him to join the Japanese archdiocese at the cathedral in Tokyo.
So, began their cooperation of the next two decades.

The following are memories of Victor, Irene, and Lydia Pokrovsky about Archbishop Sergius as
remembered by Lydia (Pokrovsky) Kosar.

Bishop Sergius

Lydia Kosar

My earliest recollection of Bishop Sergius was when he would come every morning to our

apartment living room in the Nicolai-do compound. This was a long narrow building with living

quarters on one side and kitchens on the opposite side. We lived in the middle section with priests

and other Christian families as neighbors. The Bishop's house was at the end of the building, right

across from the Cathedral.

On week days, every morning, Bishop Sergius came and sat in our living room. He always had a

towel around his neck since he just had an ofuro bath. Only the bishop had a private bath. The rest

of us went to public bath houses. The Bishop and my father would discuss church matters. My

mother gave him some tea and would do her housework, usually cooking, and just ignore him. I

thought he was some kind of relative (a grandfather?). He had the kindest eyes and a long beard. I

was never afraid, he was my friend with whom I could play. Only on Sundays I would ask and

wonder "is that my friend in the middle of the church getting dressed in the Bishop's regalia."

I remember several trips with the Bishop and my family to visit Bishop Nicholas' grave. I thought

that this was just another family ritual. Also, I remember when he took us to some resort, to the

mountains and a lake (his dacha near Lake Yamanaka at the base of Mount Fuji), during the

summer. On one of these trips he bought my mother a souvenir box. He also took us to

restaurants. I remember one special occasion when, on my birthday, he took us to a department

store in Tokyo and told me to pick out a dress as a birthday present. I picked out a long red velvet

dress. My parents protested. It must have been expensive. But, the Bishop insisted that if she
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wants it she gets it.

Once the Bishop and my parents were standing outside in the Church grounds. I must have been

three or four years old and very little. The Bishop said that he was going to test my money

knowledge. He held out his hand with a large impressive coin with a hole in it and a smaller but

more valuable coin. "Let's test her knowledge in mathematics," he said. "Let's see which one she

picks." I hesitated for the longest time then shyly stretched out my hand and grabbed both coins.

Again my parents protested but the Bishop just said, "Let her have both coins. She really is a good

mathematician."

On one of his walks with us we were passing a "honey bucket" cart, a cart that collected human

waste that was used for fertilizer, when Bishop Sergius casually said, "See that cart. They will

deliver my body to church in such a cart."

Bishop Sergius was also my older brother George's Godfather.

Bishop Sergius was very generous and aided many people. Later, after I had grown up, my

parents told me that unknown to many people he had paid off the debts ofa number of people.

Since my father was trying to support a growing family on a small salary the Bishop also

supplemented my father's salary from his own funds.

As World War II approached the militaristic element in the Japanese government began to assert

its power more. One of those assertions was to remove all foreign influence from Japan, even

from the religious organizations. As a result Metropolitan Sergius and my father were removed

from their positions with the Orthodox Church in Japan. We were forced to move from the

Cathedral grounds. The Metropolitan was moved to a residence outside of Tokyo, and our family

was moved to a residence on the bluff in Yokohoma with many other families.

Although the Metropolitan told my father that he was offered positions in the United States, the

Metropolitan firmly asserted that he would remain with his flock. He would not leave Japan.

I remember so well when I went to my first confession. This was in a little chapel in his residence

out in the Tokyo suburbs after he and my family were evicted from Nicolai-do. I was so scared

but he quickly calmed me down.

One of the last times I remember seeing Metropolitan Sergius was in our Yokohoma house

(actually a room in the house that we shared with several other families) in the bluff area. He had
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come for the christening of my new sister, Larisa. It was late in the summer of 1943. I remember

my mother looked radiant and beautiful in her Chinese flowered kimono. There were other people

from our community present as Metropolitan Sergius baptized my sister in the room in a big metal

tub. The Bishop must have been tired and said to my father, "If I could only have a glass of cold

beer." My father, some how, was able to find a cold beer for the Metropolitan.

In August 1945, about three days after World War II ended, Bishop Sergius came to my mother in

a dream. We were living in a Japanese house with several other families in Kariuzawa, a town in

the Japanese alps, several hours train ride from Tokyo. She related to us that in the dream he came

into our room. He appeared to be his casual self, coming to visit us as usual in the morning, the

familiar wet towel around his neck just as though he came from an ofuro. My mother habitually

invited him in and offered him some tea. The Bishop quickly declined, saying, " I only came to

say good bye, but one day I will come again to greet you." Later that morning there was a knock

on the door. A young Russian boy said that they had some news. "Bishop Sergius had died!" my

mother stated. "How did you know?" the surprised young boy asked. To which my mother

answered, "Oh, the Bishop visited us to say good bye."

Although Tokyo was a bombed out field with very few running vehicles, Father was able to

attend Bishop Sergius' funeral. The Japanese Christians did have a funeral service in Nicolai-do

for Bishop Sergius. And, yes, his coffin was brought to the Cathedral on a small "honey bucket"

cart as there were no other vehicles available.

Exactly two weeks before my father died on 11 February 1990, Bishop Sergius appeared again to

my mother in a dream in their Vienna, Virginia apartment living room. "1 came to greet you," he

said. My mother woke up and quickly told my father that Bishop Sergius came to greet her. "I'm

going to die," she said. "No, no," my father answered. "He came to get me. It is I who will die

shortly."

All morning of the day my father died he kept pointing to a clock on the wall of the hospital room

in front of him. My mother kept saying there's nothing there except a clock. My father was not

able to talk (his throat was atrophied and paralyzed). Within the hour before he died I handed him

a scratch paper and pencil and he scribbled, "A man came to me."

My and my family's memories of Metropolitan Sergius are ofa man dedicated to Christ, putting

to practice Christ's teaching as a friend and leader of his Christian flock in Japan.
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CHECKMATE I
I
i:-

Maj. Gen. PauIJ.Mueller, who
helped Col. Pash foil the plot.

ing up the steps of the political
apparatus. He always tried to
appear friendly regardless of
what he or his henchmen were

plotting. He walked up to the group and
greeted each of us with a smile and a comment
in his very limited English. As he shook hands
with me, he said, more to the group than to
me, "Ah, my good friend Colonel Pash has
again checkmated me." Then he added in an
overfriendly voice, "Of course, you under
stand, I'm speaking of the game of chess." His
expression and tone implied that only in chess
could I checkmate him. Everyone turned to
me, waitmg for my answer. My constant
clashes with Derevyanko were well known in
Tokyo. Many of my friends had told me that
smce my arrival in Japan to take over as chief
of the Foreign Liaison Section in GHQ, the
Soviet Mission's freewheeling tactics had been

drastically curtailed. '
My reply was not long in coming and, while directed at

Derevyauko, was made to t4e group ,as a concluding state
ment to what Derevyanko had said. '''I can assure you, gentle~

men, that the other times are in line of duty." When Derev
yanko'~ face turned red and his lips moved rapidly before
they showed any signs of a covering smile, I knew he realiZed
that another"friendly game" was lost by him.

The Soviet group was unceasingly engaged in activities de-

HOW THE SOVIETS TRIED TO TAKE OVER THE JAPANESE

ORTHODOX CHURCH, USING "DIPLOMATIC CHANNELS."

...... By COL. BORIS T. PASH,

AUS CRef.)

14
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T HERE IS GENERAL Derevyanko
heading toward us," I said to the
Belgian representative. "I can tell

that he has something on his mind.
I was standing with some foreign repc

resentatives at a reception at the Nether
lands Legation in Tokyo. The reception
was a usual one, but the day Was signifi
cant. It was Thursday, January 9, 1947.
As Derevyanko reached our group, the
stern expression on his face changed to
a friendly smile.

,Lieutenant General Kuzma Derev
yanko was the Soviet member of the Allied Council to Japan.
Officially, the Soviet Government had no mission in Japan
but was represented by DerevyankO who maintained a staff 
and what a staff! At its peak, the staff numbered about 450.
Just what was the true identity of his staff personnel, we
could only guess.

Derevyanko was a large man and very jovial by nature, but
he was shrewd and always scheming. He was a product of the
Bolshevik Revolution and had reached his position by aqvanc- ,I

L
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The bishop arrived and was escorted into the cathedral by church dignitaries.

Som~ of the key staff
. members at the Soviet

Embassy in Tokyo.

signed to break down the authority of General
MacArthur, to infiltrate U. S. agencies, to
spread propaganda, to carry on subversive ac
tivities, to gather intelligence information, or
to embarrass' the United States in any way. To
do this, it was necessary for the Soviet ma
chine to maintain agents in Japan and to have
a base from which these agents could operate.
We found that the pattern in Japan was no
different from what it was in other countries.
The Soviets have two methods to accomplish
this job. One is to station extremely large num
bers of people, most of whom are agents, at
embassies, missions, and other representations.
The other is to utilize an organization or sup
port a cause through which they can either
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introduce advisers from Moscow or in which
they replace uncooperative native staffs with
native personnel trained in Moscow or by
Moscow agents.

Because of my lifelong knowledge of the
Russian language and the Russians, I usu;llly
dealt directly with Derevyanko or with his im
mediate assistants. Thus we got to know their
needs, and through contacts with some of the
Soviet personnel it was possible for us to learn
more about Soviet objectives and the methods
used in accomplishing them. .'

J also had a very fine opportunity to become
personally acquainted with Derevyanko and to
stUdy him closely. We both enjoyed playing
chess. At our first encounter in chess we played

three games, and J won all three. The
entire diplomatic group learned of this
the next day. After that Derevyanko
would not let a chance go by without
challenging me. These contacts gave me
added opportunities to study the personal
characteristics of Derevyanko.

Having experienced previous Soviet
attempts to pull a fast one, 1 was, not sur
prised when Derevyanko wrote me a let
ter containing a new twist. It was a re
quest for an entry permit for two bishops
from Moscow and a secretary (male);
their mission supposedly was "to assist

(Continued on page 42)
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that it was difficult to refuse the 'kind
offer of Moscow. Again we will have a
bishop to train and ordain our priests
and, above all, we shall have financial
support which we need badly."

I told these men that many changes
had taken place in the world of Eastern
Orthodoxy. They were very interested
and very impressed.

The Japanese had no way of knowing
that although religion was persecuted in
the U.S.s.R., the Soviet Government,
through the Patriarch of Moscow, was
making every effort to bring into the fold
the Orthodox churches outside Russia.
I knew this because it was my good for
tune to assist my father, the late Metro
politan Theophilus, then the head of the
Russian Orthodox Church of America,
in his successful effort to defeat similar
Soviet moves in the Western Hemisphere.

The picture became clear to me. The
Soviet group, realizing the tremendous
advantages the control of the church
would give it, had contacted the church
officials, through Russian emigres who
were supporting Soviet inferests. The
Soviets certainly had no intention of as
sisting the Japanese Orthodox Church.
What then was Moscow's interest?

The communist plan was simple and
sinister. Moscow wanted to gain control
of the church and use it as a cover for
operations in Japan. The two bishops 
no doubt trained by or at best subservient
to the Communist Party, if not actual
members - acco,.mpanied by a: "secre
tary" who was an MVD agent, would
take over the Japanses Orthodox Church.
Later, those Japanese priests who fell in
line would retain their parishes, while
those who opposed, Moscow's schemes
would be dismissed. Future candidates
for the clergy would be sent to Moscow
to "study." Later Russian priests would
arrive to "administer to the spiritual
needs" of the parishioners of Russian
descent and to provide "guidance" for
them. Thus, about 200 well-trained Mos
cow agents could be placed in parishes.
What a readymade network for Mos-,
cow!

In subsequent meetings with the
church officials I described in detail the
status of the church in America, Mos
cow's efforts to gain control, and 'the
visits to New York by the Moscow dele
gation (which, much like the one pro
posed for Japan, consisted of a bishop
and a "secretary"). I also told them of
Moscow's failure in America. This en
couraged the Japanese. They asked if I
thougbt Metropolitan Theophiluswould
give them the needed assistance, and I r

assured them that he would.
"You see, my friends,", I told them,

"it is only logical that the American
Orthodox Church should help the 'Jap-

,(In recent years the only cleric of Rus
:sianbackground was the head of the
church, Archbishop Sergi, who had died
under alleged mysterious circumstances

, a short time before the U. S. Army en
• tered Japan.) The services and the

i chanting of the choir were in Japanese.
I contacted two members of the

Church Consistory (administrative
body). One, who had attended a theo
logical seminary in Moscow in 1914,
spoke Russian; the other spoke English.
We carried on a trilingual conversation.

"OUf church is in pretty bad shape,"
said the first Japanese. "We lost our
bishop, the church is without funds, and
we need guidance and support in getting
back on our feet." ,;,

The other added, "Mr. X, a well-to-do
Russian businessman, told us that the
Moscow Patriarch heard of our plight
and is ready to send a bishop from Mos
cow to head our chm;ch and to assist us
financially. We prepared a petition to
the Patriarch asking his assistance, and
gave it to Mr. X who told us he could
get it to the Patriarch." ,

These people did not know that Mr.
X was a leading local Soviet agent whose
primary mission was to infiltrate and
undermine the Russian community. ' ,

The first man added, "You can see
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in the spiritual rehabilitation of the
Japanese Orthodox Church and to aid
in its organization and administration."

What could be more commendable?
However, two questions came to my
mind: (1) What is the Japanese Ortho
dox Church? (2) What is behind Mos
cow's interest?

I had attended services in the St. Nich
olas Cathedral in Tokyo. It was a very
large and beautiful edipce in the Byzan
tine style, constructed in the early 1930's.
The churchgoers were either Japanese
nationals or Russian emigres who fled
Russia in the 1920's after the commu
nists seized power. A few members of
!he occupation forces also attended.

To answer the first question, my of
fice conducted a study of the Japanese
Orthodox Church with the following re
sults:

The church was established in the
latter half of the 18th century by Rus
sian missionaries who came to Japan
thro.ugh Siberia, Kamchatka, and the
Kurile Islands. With the advent of Bol
shevism in Russia, the church severed
its tie with Moscow.

In 1946 there were 200 Orthodox re
ligious communities with a membership
of more than 40,000 ,scattered through
out Japan. All the clergy were Japanese.

I'
i
i

,i
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teeming with Japanese, Russians, and
Americans who had come to participate
in the celebration. A large number of
U. S. Army men attended. The bishop
arrived amid the great rejoicing of the
parishioners and was escorted into the
cathedral by the dignitaries of the
church. He conducted his first service in
the splendor and dignity of the Orthdox
ritual, supported by a well-trained choir
which sang in Japanese some of the
beautiful church melodies by Rachma
ninoff, Archangelsky, Bartniansky, and
others. The festive occasion passed with
out incident and thus the Japailese
Orthodox Church was re-established,
free from control by Moscow.

On January 9 I informed Derevyanko
that General MacArthur was very ap
preciative of his interest in tite Japanese
Orthodox Church. However, since, at
the request of the Japanese, a bishop
had already arrived from the United
States, there was no apparent 'need to
consider further. the Soviet request.

In describing the events to my father,
.particularly the arrival of the bishop and
the first service in the Tokyo Cathedral,
and appreciating his fine sense of humor,
I concluded.my letter by saymg:"I do
not recall when T have felt more elated
than I did on the day Bishop Benjamin
arrived, as I entered the portals of the
House of God with a prayer in my heart
and a blackjack in my pocket." T.HE END
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Orthodox Church and urging that favor.
able reaction from Metropolitan The
ophilus be obtained.

Not long thereafter the news that
Bishop BenjaqIin of Pittsburgh had been
selected for assignment to Japan was re
ceived with great joy by the Japanese
Orthodox Church. Bishop Benjamin ar
rived~~y 6, 1947. The entire
Orthodox commumty was in a festive
mood and was busily making extensive
preparations to greet him when he offi
ciated for the first time on January 7.

Just prior to the bishop's arrival, Gen
eral Muellel," told me that information
received in headquarters indicated possi
ble disturbances during the services. It
was reported that the pro-Soviet element
might even attempt physical violence.
General Mueller asked me if I thought
I needed any help. I assured the general
that I was confident I could control the
situation as long as I had his approval to
take necessary measures. The general
told me to go ahead.

One of my first moves was to ask the
chaplains of the, First Cavalry Division
and other units stationed in and around
Tokyo that the Orthodox personnel
among our troops be informed of the
ceremonies and encouraged to attend.

At noon on January 7 the cathedral
bells proclaimed a day of joy for the
Japanese Orthodox community. The St.
Nicholas Cathedral and its gardens were

Li~t.en to the exciting Colgate Sports,eel with Bill Stern, Mutual
network weekday mornings. Check your paper for time and station.

anese Orthodox ChUrch just as other
churches of America are assisting their
sister churches of Japan, and just as the
American people represented by the Oc
cupation Forces are assisting Japan and
the Japanese people in rebuilding the
nation."

As a result of our discussion, the Jap
anese realized that by associating with
Moscow they would give up their inde
pendence.

One Sunday in the fall of 1946 repre
sentatives of all the parishes met and re
solved to ask Metropolitan Theophilus
for the needed assistance. An appeal was
prepared to the Metropolitan and was
forwarded by mail. However, a copy of
the request was furnished me and was
in turn forwarded by me to my father,
with a full explanation of the 'situation
and with an insistent request that he be
prepared to act favorably in order to
prevent the Soviets from getting this
very important foothold in Japan.

The Soviets had been making per
sistent attempts in this direction.' I was
as persistent in my determination to pre
vent this.

My father needed no persuasion to
convince him of the grave situation and
of the need for immediate action. He
was well aware of Moscow's methods.
He replied, saying: "... A bishop will
be sent upon teceipt of official approval
from the Stilte Department. If no quali
fied volunteer will be found immediately,
I shall come myself and remain until a
bishop will be selected."

Having been assured of Metropolitan
Theophilus' .support, the Japanese
Church submitted a request to GHQ. At
this point I was sure that all difficulties
were over and only formal action re-

. mained.
The request was submitted through

my chief with a recommendation that it
be approved. Much to my dismay, the
chief not only disapproved but criticized
me for meddling in "nonmilitary" mat
ters. It was obvious that he did not see
the picture. None of my arguments
helped. I then decided to discuss the

. situation with Max Bishop of the Diplo
matic Section of GHQ. This young man
had given considerable thought to the
international situation and was very
realistic in evaluating our position in re"
lation to the Soviets. He was quick to
appreciate the situation. Finally, and
primarily through. Max Bishop's efforts,
the developments were brought to the
attention of the chief of staff, General
Paul Mueller, who called me in and
asked for a complete report. '

Once General Mueller was fully
aware of the situation, the matter was
brought to the attention of General
MacArthur for a decision. General Mac
Arthur immediately dispatched a com
munication to the State Department,
sUbmitting the request of the Ja:panese
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